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Springer Tails
Mid-Atlantic English Springer Spaniel Rescue
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By Debbie Lipscey
Winter 2010

and older. This is significant because most rescues will not
even take a dog that is 8 years old or older. We also placed
216 dogs in 2009 with 25 dogs carrying over to calendar
year 2010 to be placed.

The number of volunteers and the amount of hours they
dedicate to MAESSR enable us to continue saving Springers. I have been reviewing the end-of-year reports for all
the different areas of MAESSR and the tremendous efforts
of our volunteers are reflected heavily in each of the reports. I am going to summarize several so everyone can
have an appreciation of what is at the heart of MAESSR.

The MAESSR training team had 106 contacts/assists last
year. This team helps adoptive homes and other Springer
owners (who find us through various means) learn how to
correct, manage, and work with behavioral issues. This program has continued to expand and has helped many Springer
homes.

In 2009, we took in 238 dogs, which equates to 4.6 dogs
per week. That's an incredible amount of dogs! This is a
3% decrease from the previous year where we took in 246
dogs. However, we actually assisted more dogs in total in
2009 as we had a higher-than-normal number of 25 dogs
carried over from 2008 due to the significant influx during
the holidays in 2008. Of these dogs, 126 were taken in
from shelters and 112 were owner relinquishments. 22%
(53) of the dogs that MAESSR assisted in 2009 were age 8

Our shelter team made contact with shelters regarding 196
potential Springers for MAESSR to assist. Our owner relinquishment team was contacted regarding 246 potential
Springers to be rehomed. Not all of these dogs were brought
into MAESSR for a variety of reasons, including breed (not
a Springer), aggression, or change of mind. It continues to
be sad that there are that many that Springers in need.
Our goal for 2010 is to continue doing what we do best for
our beloved Springers and to have some fun while we are
doing it!

Calendar of Events
April 15 – Start submitting your MAESSR Calendar shots!
April 24 – Bark in the Park, Williamsburg, VA
(Mary Beach, Spanielma@aol.com)
May 1 – SpringerFest - Langhorne, PA
(Vicki Phillips, springerlane@gmail.com

TRAINING TRIUMPHS

June 5 – SpringerFest - Richmond, VA
(Debbie Lipcsey, springerfarm@aol.com)
June 6 – 2011 Calendar Submission deadline
September 11 – SpringerFest – Germantown, MD
(Vicki Phillips, springerlane@gmail.com)
October 9 – SpringerFest – Newport, PA
(Tammy Fisher, tnthorse@pa.net)
www.maessr.org

See Deb Radanovic and Georgie do some
Canine Freestyle Heel Work to Music
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ssEQNAeDwHQ
Kay Ames School for Dogs
Advanced Obedience Class
November 11, 2009

How You Can Help MAESSR
Igive.com – Register MAESSR as your charity and shop through the Igive.com website
Employer Matching Gifts – Will you employer match donations to non-profit organizations? Ask at
the Human Resources Department. If so, your donation to MAESSR will be matched by your employer
or doubled!
Goodsearch.com - Search the Internet by using www.Goodsearch.com – designate MAESSR (spell
out words to find us!) and we will get money every time you use this search engine.
Donate to MAESSR to honor a friend’s birthday, wedding anniversary or special occasion. Don’t need
any more “stuff”? Ask your friends to donate to MAESSR in your name. Their gift will be acknowledged and you will receive notification as well.
Shop at www.Goodshop.com – designate Mid-Atlantic English Springer Spaniel Rescue as your charity. Target, Expedia, Nike are just a few of the stores at this site. Your shopping will help MAESSR.
Buy merchandise from the MAESSR Marketplace – Need a gift for a friend? Lots of wonderful
items that help the dogs when you buy!
Shop MAESSR Affiliates found on the MAESSR website – MAESSR will get a percentage of your
purchase
Recycle Your Ink printing Cartridge with MAESSR – Contact Ilonka (raregirl@hotmail.com) or
mail your cartridges to MAESSR, PO Box 15354, Richmond, VA 23227. MAESSR will receive
money for every cartridge recycled!
Gift of stock- Similar to a cash donation…..please contact us further if interested in donating stock.
Tell everyone about Rescue….many volunteers and adoptive families find us through word of mouth.
Benevolink – Register MAESSR as your charity and shop Benevolink partners through the Benevolink
website. www.Benevolink.com

MAESSR WELCOMES…

Kim McCaffrey, Newport News, VA
Clair Schneider, Hainesport, NJ
Pat Roche, Basking Ridge, NJ
MAESSR volunteers come from locations that we service all around the Mid-Atlantic region including
Betty Joseph, White Oak, PA
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, District of CoKelly Ann Desire, Greenbelt, MD
lumbia, Delaware, Virginia and West Virginia. We
KC Cornett, Kingsport, TN
also have volunteers in South Carolina, North CaroStephen Palumbo, Blanden, PA
lina, Arizona, Minnesota, Alabama, Tennessee, GeorLisa Antognoli, Scott Township, PA
gia and New York who, despite their remote locations,
Lisa Kelly, Phoenixville, PA
are able to help the organization accomplish our mission.
Barb Paskel, Monroe, NJ
Charlotte Bentch, Bethesda, MD
If you are interested in learning more about volunteer
Jennifer Hornung, Shillington, PA
opportunities, please contact our Volunteer CoordinaCarla Bussard, Sharpsburg, MD
tor, Linda Johnston at springerlove@comcast.net, or
Trudy Robbins, Merrick, NY
simply complete the online volunteer application on
Christopher Davis, Quarryville, PA
our website.
Ketherine Kelepper, Hampton, VA
Please join us in welcoming the following new volun- Constance Elwell, Egg Harbor Township, NJ
By Linda Johnston

teers who have recently joined the MAESSR family:

www.maessr.org

Welcoming Niko!
By Caryn Jackson
Four hours after picking up our MAESSR boy Niko, my
husband Ted and I wondered what we had done. Not the
“Oh, isn’t this a fun adventure?” kind of wondering.
Rather, this was the “OMG, how did we get here?” kind
of wondering.
Earlier in the day, my husband and I, with our 5 and 6
year olds in tow, enjoyed the drive from Annapolis to
Richmond to meet Niko, the MAESSR boy who had been
found as a stray several weeks earlier. We were all in
great moods, the back road scenery was beautiful, and we
all had wonderful thoughts of bringing
home a Springer. It had been five
years since we had put down our
Springer, and our hearts and minds
were ready. When we arrived at the
meeting spot outside of Richmond,
there he was. Niko was a beautiful
Springer, mostly black with a blaze of
white down his face and white dappled
at the tips of his paws and tail. He was
calm and pretty well mannered for a
one-year-old who had lived as a stray.
Needless to say, we took to him at first
sight. After the introductions were
made, we skipped happily about the
nearby pet store picking up supplies
for Niko, the kids arguing over who
would hold his leash.
Niko got into the back of our Toyota Matrix without protest. As we drove home, the kids kept turning around and
reporting whether Niko was sitting down, looking out the
window, lying down, or panting. The drive back took us
longer than expected. We arrived home at 5:45 and had
company arriving for dinner at 6:00. We walked Niko in
the back yard for several minutes and then brought him
inside. Within minutes I smelled dog poop. A pile was
found in the dining room, within minutes of our company’s arrival.
Things went downhill from there. Less than a minute into
our greetings, Niko jumped up and knocked our friend’s
glasses off his face. Fortunately, they were dog people
and chuckled with amusement. While we were preoccupied with the glasses, Niko scampered into the dining
room again and peed. I started to panic. Niko was
mouthy with everyone, and we could not have our hands
at our sides without his wanting to hold them in his mouth
or chew them. He was like a bloodhound exploring every
inch of his new surroundings and putting anything he
found in his mouth. He howled all through dinner from
the area in which we had him corralled. I suppose the
smell from our steak dinner did not help matters from his
perspective.

After dinner, we heard the crash of glass from the dining
room. We found the dining room table on its side and water
glasses broken on the floor. After our friends had left, Niko
came up to me chewing something crunchy. As I attempted
to take the piece of scotch tape out of his mouth, he growled
at me – a serious growl with his body as tense as a spring.
Later that night as we lie in bed with Niko howling downstairs, Ted and I voiced our concerns. What had we done?
We were out of the potty-training, sleepless-nights, and
house-proofing stage with our kids. We did not want to go
back and knew we were not up to it. So we fell asleep hoping for a better tomorrow.
The next day, we signed Niko up for a dog obedience class,
got a dog crate from one of our friends that we placed right
next to our bed, and brought home some
cow bones from our local supermarket.
Things seemed to be looking up. Niko
slept through the night without a peep in
his crate, and he started taking treats gently from our hands. Nevertheless, he continued to pee and poop in the house. Several times, he jumped on our youngest,
knocking him down into the fetal position. He nibbled on our hands like they
were toys. And, at one point, he ran away
from us and down the street to our
neighbor’s house to play with their 80pound labs. At 37 pounds, Niko easily
joined in the fray like one of the pack -chasing, barking, spinning, nipping, and
humping like there was no tomorrow.
It is hard to imagine that we have now had Niko for almost
three weeks. He has become a part of our lives. My daughter said the other day that one of the neatest things about
Niko is that he is always so excited to see everyone in the
morning. He is learning better manners. He is incredibly
smart and loves to show off in class, which we are all attending to make Niko’s training more consistent. We have had
no more growling incidences; he has not knocked over either
kid; and while there have been several more accidents, there
have been far more successes. He still has a ways to go. But
he is learning, and so are we.
So, what advice can I give those about to adopt? First, there
is no comparison between preparing to bring home a
Springer and actually having a live Springer in your house.
All good plans will go awry in some way. Sign up for an
obedience class and hang in there, as things will settle down.
Second, never take anything out of your dog’s mouth until
you really know your dog. I learned this the hard way. Third,
I can say confidently that it will be more wonderful and challenging than you thought. Your Springer needs your guidance and companionship; and in return, he will complete
your life in a way that cannot be expressed in words. And
lastly, don’t invite dinner guests over on the same day that
you bring home your Springer.
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Who’s That Volunteer
Jim and Susan Adamovitz fell in love with Springers 35 years ago when early in their marriage; they decided to get a medium sized dog. Susan had grown up with pets including several of her father’s hunting
dogs and a Cocker Spaniel named Midnight. They collected background information on different breeds
and then went to the 1975 AKC Chicago Dog Show. Up and down the aisles they walked and looked at
numerous breeds until they came to the Springers - that was the moment. One look, several doggie hugs
and kisses later and they were hooked on Springers for life.
Their first Springer was a little girl with a big name, Carol Mae June, so named by the breeder. In 1975,
Maisy came to them from a Michigan breeder who wanted to place her in a good home. Maisy was a 6
month old, bench-bred Springer and at the time considered to be too small to show in the dog ring. From
that time, the Adamovitzs have always had at least one, if not two, Springers in their life.
Jim and Susan were introduced to MAESSR 10 years ago while living in Maryland. At the time, they
were looking for a companion for their 14 year old Springer Tasha who was losing her sight. An acquaintance put them in touch with MAESSR. Jim and Susan were so excited when told that a match had
been made for them. On a cold Sunday afternoon they traveled to a very kind woman in Germantown,
MD who fostered for several rescues. The Springers were in the backyard and peeking through the back
storm door. All the happy doggie faces were showing just above the door’s lower partition with the exception of one short girl whose eyes could barely been seen peeking above the partition – that was Pretty.
She’s been with them for over 10 years now and has been a constant source of never-ending love. In
2007, Jade another MAESSR Springer, joined Pretty in the Adamovitz household and continues to delight Jim and Susan with her goofy, but gentle antics.
During their marriage, Jim and Susan have moved from Evanston, Ill to Atlanta, GA to Gaithersburg,
MD and have always taken their Springers with them. While living in Atlanta, Jim and Susan began vacationing on Hilton Head Island, SC, and in 2005, finally retired to the Island. They consider themselves
the lone outpost for MAESSR in that state and continue to support MAESSR by training new volunteers
and assisting with relinquishments. Susan spent her professional career in nuclear safety and Jim, a
CPA, doesn’t understand the concept of “retirement” and is still working. Although 7 driving hours
away, they still attend the annual Virginia MAESSR picnic.

Special Requests
A new addition for 2010 will be special recipes to share with our special friends.
Simon’s Cheese Biscuits
3 cups all purpose flour
2 cups shredded cheddar cheese
1 Tsp minced garlic
½ cup vegetable oil
¼ cup milk
(Water can be added if mixture is dry)
Preheat oven to 400 degrees. In a large mixing bowl, combine all the ingredients.
Roll mixture to ¼ inch thick and cut into shapes or shape into dog biscuits by
hand. Place 1 inch apart on greased cookie sheet. Bake 10-15 minutes.
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ules within his body. I opted for
surgery to remove the spleen
and tumor, hoping and praying
for more time with him. He survived the surgery, but 2 days
later, passed peacefully in his
sleep. I will forever treasure the
As the days went by, he grew more 7 1/2 months we had together
and more comfortable. Watching
and being able to give him the
him settling in was comforting love and care he so needed and
knowing that he felt a belonging in desired.
his new home. Keifer was hearing
impaired, so by studying his body Keifer taught me many things:
no matter what the past has
language, I quickly learned what
he wanted or needed. I taught him held, there's always a place for
love and happy endings, and the
the thumbs up sign for "good
value of simple things - love
boy". Everyone loves praise and
and having a home. Watching
Keifer was no exception. He
him emerge from a scared and
quickly learned “thumbs up” and
confused dog in a strange surwagged his little tail in rerounding, to a happy bouncing
sponse. Keifer had such a warm
boy when I came home from
spirit and wanted to please and to
work, was amazing and showed
be loved.
me how a willing and able dog
can adapt and grow in a loving
By Christmas of 2008, I had deenvironment. Keifer also reincided to make him a part of my
forced the strength of MAESSR
family and adopt him. I looked at
and the network to help these
him one day and asked him, do
dogs in need.
you want to stay? I really do believe he understood, as his tail
Keifer is now free and no longer
wagged and he rested his head in
suffering. He is missed every
my hands. So it was done. I saved day. Open your hearts and home
him and he saved me.
to a senior dog, they need love
Keifer was diagnosed with a
too and their love back to you
spleen tumor and had many nod~ is priceless.

was thin, unkempt, and had sores
and lumps on his body. On the
way home from the shelter, he
cried and barked in the car, restless, and most likely confused at
all the changes in his life.

The Scoop
Reflections of a MAESSR
Foster Home
By Candi Lynn
My experiences with fostering have
been extremely rewarding; fostering
many Springers from pup to senior. Each foster has their
own special story. I’d like to share
Keifer’s – how he changed my life
and how MAESSR made a difference in his.
Keifer’s MAESSR story started
sadly. He was dropped off on a busy
highway at night by his then
“owners”. Luckily, a Good Samaritan witnessed the “drop” and took
him to a local shelter. A senior, he

New Marketplace item!
Springer checkbook cover measures 3 1/2
inches by 6 3/4 inches closed and 7 inches
by 6 3/4 inches when opened. A plastic
carbon protector is sewn into the side and
four additional pockets for credit cards,
business cards, or more forms of identification are sewn into the opposite side. Order
with form on back page or through the
website MAESSR Marketplace.

www.maessr.org

Merle’s Door:
Lessons from a Freethinking Dog

ing an “alpha” human in the house, as some dog trainers recommend, and instead encourages a partnership
between human and dog.

A Book Review by Becky Thomas
“I know a dog and his name is Merle, he’s the best
dog in the world”. Ted Kerasote and his dog Merle
found each other in the Utah wilderness. Ted had
been looking for a canine companion, and Merle was
a young stray with a mind of his own. Ted and
Merle learned to live with each other, and their lives
became entwined in this witty story that will have
the reader laughing and crying on a journey with
Ted through Merle’s life.
Ted has the uncanny ability to put Merle’s thoughts
into words – something any dog lover will appreciate. Merle accompanies Ted on many outdoor escapades; he learns to respect wildlife, livestock, deep
snow, and other neighborhood dogs. In the small
Wyoming town where Ted and Merle live, life lends
itself to knowing everyone, both human and canine,
and Merle finds himself a welcome visitor at many a
neighbor’s home. Some of the funniest anecdotes
center on the seemingly mundane details in daily
life.
Through Ted’s relationships, a move to a new home,
and even a gray cat, Merle is the common denominator. Ted suggests that by allowing our dogs more
freedom and changing the way we interact with
them, they will be healthier, happier, and free of
many common behavioral problems, such as hyperactivity and aggression. He says that by treating
them more like animals and less like children, we
will experience a different kind of relationship with
them. The small town of Kelly lends itself to this
more open type of lifestyle. All the neighbors know
each other and know each other’s dogs, the dirt
roads lead to a single intersection in the center of
town, and everything is surrounded by wilderness.
Ted installs a dog door to allow Merle the freedom
to come and go as he pleases, and he lives a life almost entirely free of human restraint. Although this
lifestyle is not practical in the town I live in, I can
appreciate Ted’s insight, and the book raises many
questions about many of our modern-day approaches
to dog training. Ted disagrees with the idea of hav-

Ted recaps some of the latest research on wolf behavior and chronicles the descent of our modern canine
companions from these ancient relatives in a way that
both educates and enlightens the reader. He uses the
science of canine behavior to help explain the “why’s”
and “how’s” of our furry friends in a brilliant combination of personal experience and cold hard facts.
Throughout the book, Ted quotes a variety of sources,
from dog behaviorists to psychologists. The list of
sources at the end runs 15 pages, in small print! Ted’s
expertise at writing makes reading all of these scientific facts enjoyable for everyone on all levels.
This book is a love story. It will evoke a wide range
of emotions in anyone who has ever loved a dog. Ted
artfully weaves it all together in 364 pages. You won’t
be able to put it down! At the end, you will find yourself wishing you knew Ted, so you could put your arm
around him and say, “I understand.”
Becky Thomas is “mom” to Daphne, MAESSR class
of 2004, and Ellie, MAESSR class of 2008.

Order your picnic shirt today!
Use the form on the back of the newsletter.
See the corresponding article on the special
raffle when you buy this shirt in advance!

www.maessr.org

Did Someone Say…..

SPRINGERFEST?
GAMES, treats, FUN, treats, RAFFLES, treats SHOPPING, treats,
EDUCATION, treats FRIENDSHIP

We are ready …where do we sign???

MAESSR SPRINGERFEST
2010
Number
Attending

Picnic

Date

Core Creek Park,
Langhorne PA

May 1, 2010

Three LakesPark,
Richmond, VA

June 5, 2010

Black Hills Park,
Germantown, MD

September 11,
2010

Little Buffalo Park
Newport, PA

October 9, 2010

$10.00 a
person

MAESSR
Volunteer &
family
$8.00 a
person

Total

Check enclosed, made payable to MAESSR
Name __________________________________________
Email Address:___________________________
Phone if no email address: _________________________

I would love to help at the picnic:
Will bring a raffle
_________
Set up or Clean Up
_________
Registration
_________

Mail to: MAESSR, PO Box 15354, Richmond, VA 23227

However you need me!

www.maessr.org

_________

THE TRAINING CORNER
CAR SAFETY: TRAINING YOUR CANINE PASSENGERS
By Nancy L. Lewis and Diana Chaffee

Is your Springer a jumping kangaroo in
the car? Does he look like Cujo when
dog or person walks near the car? If you
answered “yes” to any of these scenarios,
then car training at sub-threshold is required. Whether your new puppy is car
shy or your Springer has pre-existing car
issues, the same training founded on basic obedience is applicable. The training
goal is to desensitize the dog to any fear
of riding in the car and to know proper
canine car etiquette.
Prior to engaging in actual training, you
should think about all of the transport
issues involved and decide how to transport your dog – i.e. use of crate, harness,
tether. The dog should also be relatively
familiar with basic obedience commands
such as sit, stay, and down. The next step
is to desensitize the dog to the concept of
riding in the car with a simplistic introduction to the car itself. Park the car in a
safe zone such as a private driveway.
Allow the dog to enter and sit in the car
while parked. Treat-reward the dog for
obeying the command to enter/sit/stay.
Repeat this step numerous times. Next,
work with a friend who can drive while
you work with your dog. Direct the dog to
sit (outside the car); give a release followed by the commands to execute an
enter/sit/stay; progress to turning the engine on while parked. While the car is
running, reward the sit/stay. After the
engine is turned off, train your dog to exit
the vehicle only upon command, as opposed to simply jumping out when the
door opens. Enforce a sit/stay upon exit.
Praise and reward your dog for holding
the exit’s sit/stay. The third step is to
incorporate use of the car safety restraint.
For example, have your dog enter the
crate, or the rear seat area to be harnessed.
The dog must then follow the command
for the sit/stay. Turn on the engine and
drive the distance of the driveway and
back. Again, you should be next to the
dog to execute and enforce the command/

reward process. Do not allow the dog to
sit in your lap; train the dog to be an independent rider. Otherwise, once you become the driver, your dog will think that
he/she still needs to sit in your lap. When
the dog is comfortable with this process,
go for a short trip, using your friend as
the driver. Enforce the sit/stay command
and reward for holding and riding well
and then for the exit upon command. Repeat this stage numerous times. Trade
places with your friend; drive the car
while she/he gives the commands and
rewards execution. The next step is to
reward only at the end of the short ride on
a jackpot basis. Transition your friend to
the front seat with you; you should continue to direct commands from the front.
Incrementally increase the distance of the
drives. Your dog should now work to
listen to your initial command and any
reminders given throughout the moderate
drive. Again, a reward is only provided at
the end of the drive for good execution of
commands. If the dog cannot make it
through the drive without failure to follow the given commands, abort the drive.
You do not want to reinforce negative
behaviors that surface. Thus, inappropriate behavior results in ‘No Car Ride’ and
‘No Jackpots’. Give an adequate break
from car rides to return to a very basic
training mode, and then return to some of
the initial steps and progress at a slower
pace.
A few safety tips should also be followed.
Do not unharness or untether until a leash
is attached to the dog’s collar and your
dog is safe and under control. If a crate is
used, leave the leash trail through the
crate door so leash is in hand when the
crate door is opened. Never permit the
dog to ride in the front seat, as a deployed
airbag may exert enough force to kill a
dog. Dogs should never be placed in a
position that distracts or impedes the driving process. Be aware of your dog’s body
language and stress signals while traveling. Signs of stress include excessive
panting, drooling, loss of bladder or bowels, and vomiting. When your dog exhibwww.maessr.org

its stress signals, take a break and pull
over at a rest stop. Engage the dog in a
walk, give water or ice cubes, and generally allow the dog to chill out. There are
natural stress remedies available; check
with your vet as to what may be the best
product for your dog. Ginger-based cookies are also good for stress relief, and
dogs tend to enjoy the ginger flavor.
Keep in mind that actions such as barking
at strange people or dogs passing by the
car, growling at strangers who approach
the car, barking while going through a
tollbooth are normal dog behaviors. Targeted training procedures to modify the
behavior response to the trigger issues are
required. Observe the details of each circumstance to determine the specific trigger. For example, if your dog is reactive
to dogs or people passing by, park the car
at a safe distance (i.e. near a park) that is
sub-threshold for your dog. Prior to your
dog reacting, ask for alternate behaviors
that are incompatible with reacting such
as look at me. Utilize a click/treat method
for focus/hold. Then add sit/stay to the
focus on me. Repeat this alternate behavior mechanism every time the dog approaches the threshold distance to a passing person or dog. The same procedures
can be used for strangers that approach
the car. Your goal is to have the dog look
at the trigger and automatically focus on
you. Remember to treat, treat, treat while
training the alternate behavior, using a
very special treat. Don’t forget to train the
release. As in general car training, you
cannot drive alone until your dog is able
to perform the alternative behavior in
response to the trigger 99% of the time.
You will need to transition to the jackpot
reward method once you are the sole operator within the vehicle.
Remember, if your dog only goes on a car
ride to the vet or grooming salon, chances
are that your dog won’t have a fun association with car rides! For any questions
or further advice, feel free to email Diana
Chaffee at info@maessr.org.

Sue were at the shoreline barking excitedly, so luckily he went to
investigate. I had fallen through the ice near the pier where the ice
was thin! Talk about scared…I didn’t know what to do! Dad
leaned over the pier and stretched out until he could help me. It
took me all day and night to get warm and calm. Oh, my! I am so
grateful for my Springer siblings. Dad says they’re the ones who
saved me, but I know they couldn’t have done it without him! I’ve
learned my lesson!
Well, to all my MAESSR family—two-legged and four-legged—I
send my best wishes! Thank you for all the chances you’ve given
me. I must be one of the luckiest dogs in the world!

Where Are They Now?
By Cody - Class of 2008 (then Carmen)
as told to Mary Beach

Paddington’s Gift

Then…West Virginia...August, 2008
Wow! I was so tired, scared, and hungry as I roamed around
trying to take care of myself. Finally, I was picked up by Animal
Control and taken to a shelter where I had food, water, and a
place to sleep. I was still frightened by all the noise and confusion. My coat and ears were badly matted, and I was very dirty.
A bath and a shave really helped!

Paddington came to MAESSR in September 2002 and like
all MAESSR dogs – he was very special. Paddington was a
gentle soul who was affectionately referred to as the “UNSPRINGER” by his adoptive family because he was so stoic.
He loved his Mom and followed her everywhere. Paddington was his Mom’s 1st Springer and it was her love for him
that carried into a love for the breed.

One day, I left the shelter and went on a long ride. I met lots of
special people along the way. My last stop was with a family in
New Jersey who were my foster parents. I really liked it there,
and my foster family taught me many wonderful things. I was
then adopted by some wonderful folks. I loved them SO MUCH
but could not stand it when they left me – something termed
separation anxiety. My new family worked and worked with me,
but nothing helped as I just being alone!

For the next seven years Paddington was a behind the
scenes ambassador for MAESSR. Because of Paddington’s
history and the plight of all MAESSR dogs, his family became active with the MAESSR fundraising team helping to
create products for the MAESSR Marketplace. Paddington’s
legacy will be helping so many other Springers in need by
bringing his family to MAESSR.

So…….off I went on another long ride to a new foster home in
Hudgins, Virginia. I arrived just in time for Thanksgiving, 2008.

Sadly, Paddington died January 23rd 2010 in his Mom’s
arms. As a tribute to Paddington, his family is donating
the “Paddington Memorial Jacket”. One chance for the
jacket will be provided for every
2010 picnic tee
shirt in advance to
win the jacket. It
will be embroidered on the front
left chest with a
MAESSR Euro with
a full liver dog
head back design.
It will be special
ordered in the size
and color combo
choice of the winner – delivered
right to your door.

Now…Hudgins, Virginia…Winter, 2010
I continue to be a very THANKFUL boy! My new foster home
ended up being my new permanent home! Let me tell you about
my life here in Virginia! I have a Springer brother, Moses, also
adopted from MAESSR. He’s pretty laid back like me, and we
really enjoy “our” 9-10 acres including waterfront which our
family has enclosed with invisible fencing. I also have two
Springer sisters, Casey Sue (MAESSR ’07), and Miss Katrina
Fredericka (Freddie), who was adopted from Mississippi after
the hurricane. What a great life we have! We relax and play inside and out. We have woods, water, soft beds, toys, good food,
and lots of love from Mom and Dad! I am never alone, and my
separation anxiety is no longer a problem.
Before I go, let me tell you what just happened. It’s been really
cold here in Virginia this winter. I thought it was “cool” to walk
on ice formed on the water. My dad kept saying, “No! No!” He
was trying to teach me that this is not safe. One day, my dad was
in the house, and we pups were outside exploring. Freddie went
to the door and barked and ran back to the water, then back and
forth, back and forth, barking. My dad noticed Moses and Casey
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Thank You
Gifts Given In Honor

Veterinary Expenses Donated
Chuck and Jean Grutzius – Twitter
Gary Redmore – Chloe VII
Patricia Periso – Grace IX
Mary and Fred Barnes – Bella III
Ted and Jean Cheatham – Kip
Sue Schroer – Rooster

Gifts Given in Honor
Paul and Carol Scagnelli – Chess
Carolyn and Frederick Dieter – Freddy Prints
(Class of ‘06)
Dan Wilson – Katie
Patricia and Leonard Paquette – Lady
Frances,William and Paul Smith – Sunshine
(Sunny)
Mary Daum – Fran Hrastar
Sharon Gower – Camden (Class of ‘07)
Norman Brenbridge – Woody
Scott and Cathy Beam – Oscar (Class of ‘01)
MeadWestvaco Corporation – Kim Bolster
Pat Race – Merry Christmas to Terry and Linda
Johnston
Susan Phillips – JD Foster
MM and Louise Sterrett – Isabelle Chewning
Darlene Cole – Susan Locke and Buddie
Carolyn and Jerry Furrer – Shadow (Class of ‘01)

Barbara Klunk – Jean Klunk
Lisa Nuzzaci – Ed Nuzzaci
Sue Campos – Liz Watson and Normy
Tammy Hill – Candi Lynn
Michael James – Kosco Family
Linda and Terry Johnston – Ranger and Reggie
Patricia Spafford – Rose
Scott Lincoln – Tom and Linda Loose
Joseph Tusa – Duncan
Michael James – The James Family
Mark Wainwright – Reno
Brett Bajcsi – Kim McCaffrey
Rachel Yost –Tracy DiBiase and the DiBiase Pups
Brian Elinich – Regina Elinich
Michael James – Michael Kosco
Donna Conti – Sophie
Theresa Parrino – Holly
Nancy Barrett- Baxter VI
Linda and Terry Johnston – Kip’s surgery
GEICO Philanthropic Foundation – Sam Knutson
Doug and Elliot Alpern – Annie
Stacy Lynn Harvey – Bandit
Mary Ann McNulty – Max and Ollie
Barbara Ann Fox – Betsy Murphy
John and Maureen Sykes – Max
George and Tellie Dixon – Brady (Class of ‘07)
Kenneth Stewart – Princess Penny
Jay and Frances Fisher – Remi (Class of ‘06) and
Cooper (‘08)
Gary Brinton – Duncan
Jerry and Cheryl Saggers – Buddy XXIII
Elizabeth Rushnak – Liz Watson
Elisa Bianchi-Smak – Happy Birthday Sasha
Robert Berry – Zeke
Donna and Cliff Laing – Holly (Class of ‘99) and
Hansel (‘08)
Susan Henn – Happy New Year Charlotte
Cindy Weller – Levicchis, Garrants and Bartletts
Frank Langill – Montgomery (Class of ;07)
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Gifts Given in Memory
Debra Brookfield – Husband Pete and Cheyenne
Linda and Terry Johnston – Sebastian Voelker
Jill Wallen – Emmy
Bill and Jean Gelatka – Jessica Rachel Gelatka
Majorie Goodman – Mason Goodman
Linda and Terry Johnston – Sammi Hastings
David and Jacqueline Limroth – Maxine
Donna Conti – Milli
Eric, Jodi and Reagan Porter – Joshua Casteel
Fran Fisher – Checkers Phillips
Kim Bolster – Checkers Phillips
Linda and Terry Johnston – Checkers Phillips
Cindy Grace – June Campbell
Donna and Bernard Thompson – Lu Cruickshank
Kim Bolster – Paddington Mumbauer
William and Susan Henn – Alan August
David and Michele Tartaglia – Ann Tartaglia
Jenny Clay – Hiriam
Wendy Moffat and Donald Kaufman – Fritz (Class of ‘02)
Katherine and Allen Stevens – Katie Marie & Chelsea Rose
Vernon and Geraine Stocker – Piper
Wendell Coslett –Gracie VIII
Kim Bolster – Laurene Galgano’s MACH 13 “Tux”
Lynne and Ty Young – Wheeler and Samantha
Debbie and Kenneth Fugate – Harley
Ron and Mary Hickernell – Maggie
Doug and Jane Tribull – Chelsea, Rosie and Alex
Patricia and Stephen Stockwell – Clancy
Jeffrey and Diane Abel –Sugar and Bart
Delores and Joseph Terry – Jasper
B.O. and Jane Taurman – Molly
John and Jan Barnett – Casey
James and Elizabeth Seybert – Gunner
Christine Moran - Duncan
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It would be so“RUFF”
without you!!
Gifts
Elaine Sattelberg
Lisa Nuzzaci (multiple gifts)
Debra Johnson (multiple gifts)
Beth Watson
Candace Bishop
Ellen Ladenheim
Sherry Clancy (multiple gifts)
Candace Clunan (multiple gifts)
Kathleen Kittrick (multiple gifts)
Melissa Campbell (multiple gifts)
Rolf Rykken
Pamela and Jerry Bordwick
Carol Dioriso
Joan Larney
Jean and Chuck Grutzius
Susan Becraft
Ronald Staiger (multiple gifts)
Janet Parker (multiple gifts)
Andrew Peterson
Barbara Moyer
Richard Hoppe
Nancy Roscoe
Margaret Lowrey
Kathyrn Tidyman and Jan Steenblick
Allan and Cathy Pearson
Leslie Jacoby
Renee Ayers
Thomas and Roberta Schmiedlin
Kelly McGee
Deborah Rupert
Natalie Keck
Barbara Breeden
Patricia and Richard Huber
James and Sandra Rawle
Mary Scully Riley
Liliane Schuster
Vikas Sol
Beth and Tom Anderson
Paul and Jean Smith
William and Sharon Holmes
William and Trudi Allcott
MJ Mintz

PRSRT FIRST CLASS
MAIL
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P.O. Box 15354
Richmond, VA 23227
info@maessr.org
(301)362-0423
MAESSR President – president@maessr.org
Vice President – vicepresident@maessr.org
Adoptions Coordinator – adoptioncoordinator@maessr.org
Senior Dogs Coordinator – seniors@maessr.org
Fundraising Coordinator – fundraising@maessr.org
Newsletter Editor – newsletter@maessr.org
Dog Intake/Foster Home Coordinator – foster@maessr.org
Transport Coordinator – transport@maessr.org
Volunteer Coordinator - volunteers@maessr.org
Shelter dog Coordinator -- shelterdog@maessr.org
Owner relinquishment Coordinator -- relinquish@maessr.org

Please enclose this slip with your check made payable to MAESSR
Mail To: MAESSR, P.O. Box 15354, Richmond, VA 23227
QUANTITY OF ITEMS

COST INCLUDES SHIPPING

_____

BOTTLE BUDDY TOY

DOG

PIG

COW

$9.00

_____

RESCUE MOM T-SHIRT

S M L XL / XXL $17.50 / $19.50

_____

RESCUE DAD T-SHIRT

S M L XL / XXL $17.50 / $19.50

_____

SIT-STAY-HOPE T-SHIRT

S M L XL / XXL $15.00 / $16.00

_____

2010 SPRINGERFEST SHIRT

S M L XL / XXL $15.00 / $17.00

_____

MAESSR LICENSE PLATE FRAME

$ 6.00

_____

CHECKBOOK COVER

$17.00
TOTAL: $
_________

SHIP TO: _______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

MAESSR APPRECIATES AND NEEDS YOUR FINANCIAL SUPPORT. YOUR DONATION WILL BE USED TO RESCUE AND CARE FOR ENGLISH SPRINGER SPANIELS IN THE MID-ATLANTIC REGION. PLEASE MAIL YOUR DONATION TO THE ADDRESS BELOW.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR GENEROSITY.
PLEASE ACCEPT MY DONATION IN THE AMOUNT OF:
$25 O $50 O $75 O $100 O $125 O OTHER: _________
MY DONATION IS:
IN HONOR OF:

IN HONOR OF:

IN MEMORY OF:

IN MEMORY OF:

SPECIAL WISH TO:

SPECIAL WISH TO:

NAME AND ADDRESS:
NAME AND ADDRESS:
PLEASE ENCLOSE THIS SLIP WITH YOUR CHECK MADE PAYABLE TO MAESSR
M AIL TO: MAESSR, P. O. BOX 15354, RICHMOND, VA 23227
www.maessr.org

